How do ants identify different members of
their society?
13 August 2015
them in a colony are lazy. Add to this list now how
ants identify different members of their colony from
other colonies.
Scientists at the University of California, Riverside
have found that ants communicate using a number
of hydrocarbon chemicals present on their cuticles
(their outer shells). Reporting today in the journal
Cell Reports, the researchers note that ants, which
have evolved some of the largest families of
olfactory receptor genes in insects, use their
powerful sense of smell to sense the chemicals
present on the cuticle of individuals to precisely
identify the different members of their society.
"Until now, very little was understood about how
ants use olfactory detection of pheromones to
recognize individuals belonging to different castes
or different colonies in their societies," said
Anandasankar Ray, a neuroscientist and an
associate professor of entomology, who led the
research team. "To address this problem, we
decided to focus our attention on the worker ants'
antennal neurons and their responses to
hydrocarbons on the cuticle. What we wanted to
study was how ants detect sophisticated
pheromones which organize their behaviors
Florida carpenter ants castes, major workers and minor efficiently into colonies, and help recognize
workers, taking care of the brood. These are one kind of individuals from different castes, the queen, and
ants the researchers studied. The cuticle of the workers non-nestmate intruders."
and the queen is enriched with specific hydrocarbons,
many of which act as pheromones and are sensed by
others in the colony. Credit: Juergen Leibig.

Ants, which are eusocial insects, have intrigued
scientists for long as a model for cooperation
inside a colony where they nurse the young, gather
food and defend against intruders. Most recently,
ants have been shown to cooperate when
transporting big chunks of food, they have been
studied for how they manage to keep clean, and
they have been examined also for why most of

Ray explained that social insects like ants have
remarkable ability to organize into large colonies
with multiple castes participating for the colony to
succeed, and like any large society this
coordination requires effective communication
between individuals.
His lab applied a powerful electrophysiology
method, to systematically test hydrocarbons
present on the worker and queen cuticles that have
previously been suspected to act as pheromone
cues.
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"To our surprise we found that these very low
in 2005, suggested that worker ants could
volatility compounds are not only detected
preferentially smell only non-nestmate cuticular
sensitively by the ants' specialized antennal
hydrocarbons, and not smell the hydrocarbons from
sensors, but almost all of the hydrocarbon
nestmates.
components are detected," Ray said. "This broadspectrum ability to detect hydrocarbons by the ant "This model started to seem unlikely after we found
antenna is unusual and likely a special property of how broadly the worker antennal neurons can
social insects. Using this high-definition ability to
respond to hydrocarbons," he said. "When we
smell 'ant body odor' the ants can recognize the
tested this with our sensitive electrophysiology
various castes in the colony as well as intruders." assay we found that ants can indeed detect both
nestmate and non-nestmate cuticular extracts, as
The researchers' findings confirm the following
we had predicted."
unique aspects amongst social insects:
More information: Cell Reports, Sharma et al.:
Recognition of individuals at very close
"Cuticular Hydrocarbon Pheromones for Social
proximity in a large crowd in a colony is
Behavior and Their Coding in the Ant Antenna"
facilitated by use of low volatility cuticular
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2015.07.031
hydrocarbons. A more volatile cue would be
confusing to associate with an individual,
and could overwhelm the olfactory system
in the colony by constantly activating it.
Provided by University of California - Riverside
Ultimately each ant cuticle has a blend of
several cuticular hydrocarbons. The precise
composition of the blend could be a useful
solution for coding information on several
castes both inside a colony and intruders
from outside a colony. In a way, each of
these individual hydrocarbons act together
in a "chemical barcode" which other
individuals in a colony use for recognition of
an ant's caste or nest.
These two tasks are feasible not only
because ants have a sophisticated olfactory
receptor system with the largest odorant
receptor gene family (more than 400 genes)
known in insects, but also because they
have remarkable abilities to learn and
behaviorally discriminate closely related
hydrocarbons.
"The evidence suggests that this large number of
receptors is probably needed to smell out the
complex bouquet of hydrocarbons each individual
emits," Ray said. "We are closing in to finding the
functional roles of these receptors, and, in
particular, finding the olfactory receptors that detect
pheromones from the queen who regulates much of
the order in the colony."
Ray explained that the prevailing model, proposed
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